
CONJUNCTION IN SPOKEN ENGLISH AND ESL WRITING ACTIVITIES

This paper compares strategies for conjunction in spoken English and English as a Second Language (ESL) writing
Using the conjunction because as a focal example, the . non-ESL writers responding to the same essay prompt
According to.

The cards contain sentences that use coordinating conjunctions, but the sentences are in two halves. Next, the
groups choose one of their titles and develop it into a story by creating sentences with coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. When you are ready to do the activity simply provide each student with a copy of
the handout. You wish to provide a reward of some sort for the group which is able to create the sentence with
the most clauses using different conjunctions. And is an additive connector â€” it expresses a collection of
many elements. The student with the most cards at the end of the game wins. This activity is about forcing
them to try and be as creative as possible with their constructions which can be a very useful tool for
highlighting word order in various types of clauses and raising students' awareness of it. So the princess
trained her dragon to guard the castle. For this activity, the teacher will pass out a different conjunction to each
student and read to them a sentence that is missing the conjunction. Sentence Builder: For this activity the
teacher can prepare several sentences and write them onto small note cards. If not, the player goes back to
their previous square or you can have the player miss a turn. Divide the class into 3 groups. The next student
then picks up a sentence card and so on. Ask students to complete the second exercise by combining the ideas
to make one complete sentence using one of the paired conjunctions. This also works well with shorter stories
where not only individual sentences are scrambled but the order of the sentences is also presented
out-of-sequence to the students. They take two or more elements and form a relationship or connection
between them. For this first round it is best to give the students two coordinating conjunctions. When only two
words or phrases are joined by a conjunction, no comma is necessary. The longest sentence wins! He has a
dog and wants a cat. When coordinating conjunctions join independent clauses a clause with a subject and a
verb , a comma is required before the conjunction. Before the activity, create a handout with several scrambled
sentences a random word order. When a student shouts 'Bingo', they read out all five sentences. As the teacher,
you can start the story by stating two sentences connected with a conjunction.


